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The Mammoth Pull-Type Dragline Toolbar
Features:
*Heaviest bar in the industry
*Double 7” x 7” bar
*Available in 36’ 40’ 48’ and 52’ on 24” centers
 56’ and 60’ coming soon
*Patent Pending vertical pivot swing pipe
Manure does not flow through tower
Caster wheel greatly reduces stress
On the tower assy and toolbar while turning
18” wide floatation tire to keep out of trench
* Double & triple fold bar for compact transport

*Down flex in wings for uneven soils
*Master Slave lift system so bar lifts level

at all times regardless of swing
pipe location
*Caster wheels help lift bar and keep wings up while turning on ends
*(6)VF385/65 R22.5 floatation tires
*Separate down pressure control for inner and outer wings
*Swing tower is fastened to the bar with (4) 4” pins, not welded
*Both tower and swing pipe are 1/2” wall DOM pipe
*Vogelsang manifold for less than 5% variance in flow across the bar
Also has a cutter system to size particles for better flow

Features Up Close!

Caster wheels help raise bar and
keep wings up when lifting is required!

Our Patent Pending vertical swing pipe with caster
wheel keeps the swing pipe from digging in on uneven soils and dramatically reduces the stress on
the tower and keeps the inside wing of bar from
digging while making turns.

The Vogelsang manifold has a cutter
system to size particles and keeps
flow within a couple % across the
bar! Even on the widest bars!

Contact your local dealer:

Twin cylinders and heavy duty
hinge & cylinder mounts at each
wing!

Our 8” ID x 1/2” wall DOM tower
mounts to the bar with (4) 4” pins. It is
not welded. Manure does not flow
through the tower eliminating leaks!
Prototype bar is shown! Production models will have some slight changes! Patents Pending!

